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1. Jeremy shared about 2 different “Dave’s”—one was imaginary (the CEO leading the business into the 
new market). He had the “It Factor.” The other one was the Dave Jeremy knew. He was the 74-year-old 
guy who had the “God Factor.” Have you known anyone who just seems to have either the “It Factor” or 
the “God Factor” about them? Describe what you see in them that you would say they have either one of 
those. 

 
 

2. The kind of grace mentioned in Romans 12:3 and 12:6 Jeremy described as a “personally fashioned just 
for each of us” kind of grace. Try to describe how God’s grace would be experienced differently by 
different people. 

 
 

3. Remember the kaleidoscope illustration when it came to God’s grace and our faith. The phrase “a 
measure of faith” (Romans 12:3) doesn’t mean volume, it means diversity in its expression. So, grace 
being reflected through our faith and connected to our gifting creates a beautiful picture of what the “God 
Factor” can look like among all of us. How beautiful of a picture of that diversity and yet unity do you 
think we have as a church? Explain and discuss. 

 
 

4. “God empowers each of us through self-reflection.” Read Roamsn12:3 again and discuss what it means 
when Paul wrote (1) “not to think more highly of himself than he ought to think” and (2) “but to think so 
as to have sound judgment.” 

a. Remember the guy in the HDG who didn’t speak up because he tore himself down in his mind? 
Do you agree or disagree with this statement, “Undervaluing ourselves, or thinking we are not 
that important is a real problem among adults in America today”? What would the opposite 
problem be? Where are you between the two and why do you describe yourself that way? 

b. Sound judgment boils down to having a good understanding of our roles that we play in the Body 
of Christ—the church. Do you have a good understanding of your role you are to play at Faith 
Church? Why or why not? 

 
 

5. We are empowered by God to relate to each other (Romans 12:4-5). How can we as a church get better at 
doing “life-on-life”? What hurdles do we have to overcome? What influences are out there that threaten 
our ability to be “members one of another”? 

 
 

6. Serving each other is laid out in Romans 12:6-8. Jeremy said, “How we use our gifting is as important as 
the gifting itself.” Explain what that means in your own words. What is your gifting and are you using it 
in proportion to your faith (as 12:6 says and Jeremy explained)? Why or why not? 
 
 

7. The God Factor – what is the next step in your relationship with the Lord that would move you to be a 
man or woman who just has it? 


